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• Email is necessary, but abused
• Email is good for conversations, but a terrible way of storing data
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More Semantic Linking
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The Main Page Plaza
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The Future
• Future concept of expanding engagement
• Connect warrens
• User watches one page, but does not watch related page 
(determined by Property:Related article, wiki links, common 
contributors, etc.)
• Main Page blocks customized by username, expiration date, etc.
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What is Approved Revs?
• An extension allowing certain users to mark a revision as “approved”
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• The approved revision is shown when people view the page
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Approved Revs v0.7
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$egApprovedRevsPermissions = array (
'Namespace Permissions' => array (
NS_MAIN => array( 'group' => 'sysop' ),
NS_USER => array( 'group' => 'sysop' ),
NS_TEMPLATE => array( 'group' => 'sysop' ),
NS_HELP => array( 'group' => 'sysop' ),
NS_PROJECT => array( 'group' => 'sysop' ),
)
);
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Basic Permissions
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$egApprovedRevsPermissions = array (















• A lot of duplication re‐writing 'group' => 'sysop'
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$egApprovedRevsPermissions = array (
‘All Pages' => array ('group' => ‘sysop‘ ),
'Namespace Permissions' => array (
NS_HELP => array( 'group' => 'Reviewers‘ ),
NS_TEMPLATE => array(),
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‘All Pages' => array ('group' => ‘sysop‘ ),
'Namespace Permissions' => array (
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$egApprovedRevsPermissions = array (
‘All Pages' => array( 'group' => ‘sysop' ),
'Namespace Permissions' => array (




'Page Permissions' => array (
'Main Page' => array( 'group' => 'Reviewers' ),
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$egApprovedRevsPermissions = array (
'All Pages' => array( 'group' => 'sysop' ),
'Namespace Permissions' => array (




'Page Permissions' => array (
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$egApprovedRevsPermissions = array (
'All Pages' => array ( 'group' => 'sysop' ),




'Category Permissions' => array (
'Approval Required' => array()
),
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Pages with [[Category:Approval Required]] 
are now approvable by sysops
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$egApprovedRevsPermissions = array (
'All Pages' => array ( 'group' => 'sysop' ),




'Category Permissions' => array (
'Approval Required' => array( 'property' => 'Is owner' )
),
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Future Development














• Extravehicular Activity (EVA)
– NASA Speak for “SPACEWALK”
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1960s 1980s
2010s
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PISTOL GRIP TOOL
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Culture Shift
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Proof of Concept
Image Source: http://fedscoop.com/
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Imagery
• NASA’s Imagery Online Database
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Inventory Management System 
(IMS)
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Inventory Management System 
(IMS)























•Crew Lock IVA Bag1002
•Adjustable Fuse Tether1032
•EVA Ratchet1015
•7/16 x 2" Rigid1006
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Statistics
• 2846 Content pages
• ~48,985 Edits since start of wiki
• 572 Registered Users
– 480 Viewers (Read capability and can edit talk pages)
– 86 Contributors
– 6 Administrators
• Received NASA JSC Director Innovation Award in 
2013
• Created 4 new wikis outside EVA
